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\
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Trogram

FRIDAY EVENING, February 20, at 8:30 o'clock

Schumann Overture to Byron's Manfred, Op. 115

Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 4, in G major. Op. 58

I. Allegro moderato

II. Andante con moto

III. Rondo vivace

INTERMISSION

Martinu "The Parables"

I. The Parable of a Sculpture

II. The Parable of a Garden

III. The Parable of a Labyrinth

Ravel *La Valse, Choreographic Poem

SOLOIST

EUGENE ISTOMIN
Mr. ISTOMiN uses the Steinway Piano

BALDWIN PIANO *RCA VICTOR RECORDS
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OVERTURE TO BYRON'S "MANFRED," Op. 115

By Robert Schumann

Born in Zwickau, Saxony, June 8, 1810; died in Endenich, near Bonn, July 29, 1856

Schumann composed his music for Byron's "Manfred" in the latter part of 1848.

The Overture, completed on November 4 at Dresden, had its first concert per-

formance at the Gewandhaus in Leipzig, March 14, 1852, as part of a "Schumann

evening," when Robert conducted from the manuscript. The first performance of

the complete music — a stage production — was given at Weimar under the direction

of Franz Liszt, June 13, 1852. The first concert performance was at Leipzig, March

14, 1859, when Schumann conducted. The Overture was first played in New York

at a Philharmonic concert November 21, 1857. The complete "Manfred" music was

performed by the same orchestra May 8, 1869, when Edwin Booth impersonated

Manfred. The Overture was first performed in Boston at a Harvard Musical

Association concert November 17, 1869. The complete music was first heard in

Boston when the Cecilia Society performed it April 24, 1880. Howard Malcolm

Ticknor was the reader. The Overture was first performed at the Boston Symphony

concerts February 24, 1882, and was last heard in the series November 7-8, 1952.

The complete "Manfred" music was first performed by this Orchestra March 21,

1884, and again in 1886, 1892 and 1899. Three orchestral excerpts were performed

under M. Monteux's direction April 14, 1922.

The Overture calls for the following orchestra: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,

2 bassoons, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani and strings.

DOES anybody read Manfred or for that matter Childe Harold

today?" wrote Philip Hale as long ago as 1899 (Boston Journal,

April 9). "Is not the hero at rest and buried with the Giaour, Lara,

Childe Harold, and the other scowling, mysterious, gloomy, melo-

dramatic puppets contrived and dressed by the noble Lord, whose

favorite tipple was gin and water?"

We shall refrain from inquiring how many people read Manfred

these many years later, or, doing so, respond to the dark despair of the

Byronic figure as, oppressed by a past guilt, he stands upon the Jungfrau

and rejects nature with its beauties as well as mankind with its frailties,

commands all wisdom, Faust-wise, except the riddle which even the

supernatural spirits he summons cannot answer for him. That riddle

is the riddle of Hamlet: Will death bring the release of oblivion?

Byron, like Goethe, like Shakespeare, had a tremendous hold upon
the imaginations of composers in the mid-century. Schumann's belief

in Manfred, as expressed in music, can still move us a hundred years

later, even though the pulse of the poem itself may have weakened for

some. Yet there is cosmic expanse in Manfred, Alpine altitude, as

when, standing "alone upon the cliffs," he sees an eagle passing:

"Ay,

Thou wingM and cloud-cleaving minister.

Whose happy flight is highest into heaven.

Well may'st thou swoop so near me — I should be
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Thy prey, and gorge thine eaglets; thou art gone

Where the eye cannot follow thee; but thine

Yet pierces downward, onward, or above.

With a pervading vision. — Beautifull

How beautiful is all this visible worldl

How glorious in its action and itself;

But we, who name ourselves its sovereigns, we,

Half dust, half deity, alike unfit

To sink or soar, with our mix'd essence make
A conflict of its elements, and breathe

The breath of degradation and of pride.

Contending with low wants and lofty will

Till our mortality predominates.

And all men are — what they name not to themselves

And trust not to each other."

The apt imagery of Byron and his adroit euphony could have meant

little to Schumann*; no more than it could have meant to Tchaikovsky,

writing his Manfred Symphony, or Berlioz, writing his Harold in Italy.

Indeed it is doubtful whether the three composers together could have

mustered enough English to savor two consecutive lines in the original.

But the sense of contemplation withdrawn from the world, the luxury

of pessimism and extravagance of fervor, the fascination of the super-

natural, some of the praise of nature, evidently came through in the

translations into many languages. It must have been so, for Byron was

often more admired and praised on the continent of Europe than in

his own country.

Schumann, according to his biographer Wasielewski, read Manfred
aloud before two friends at Diisseldorf (presumably in the translation

by Posgaru), "burst into tears, and was so overcome that he could go

no further." The writer explains this by the close affinity of Schumann
and the hero of the poem. 'Tor what is this Byronic Manfred but a

restless, wandering, distracted man, tormented by fearful thoughts,

and the mad, soul-destroying intercourse with spirits — which must of

course be taken symbolically — was also the culminating point of

Schumann's last illness. . . . The overture, indeed, might contend for

superiority with all others; it is a powerful soul painting, full of

tragico-pathetic flights, and quite surpassing all his other instrumental

works in intellectual grandeur. We feel that it was composed with rare

devotion and unusual outlay of mental power. Its nature is in concord

with the poem — of a gloomy, melancholy, but sometimes passionate

and demoniac tint."

[copyrighted]

* Schumann necessarily abridged some parts of the poem which he set to miisic. Most of the
splendid soliloquy from which the above quotation is taken is omitted in concert performance.
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CONCERTO FOR PIANO AND ORCHESTRA, NO. 4,

IN G MAJOR, Op. 58

By LuDwiG VAN Beethoven

Born at Bonn, December i6(?), 1770; died at Vienna, March 26, 1827

The Fourth Concerto of Beethoven, performed at a subscription concert at the

house of Prince von Lobkowitz in Vienna, in March, 1807, was first heard at a public

concert at the Theater-an-der-Wien, Vienna, December 22, 1808, the composer as

soloist.

The orchestral portion of the Concerto is scored for flute, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets,

2 bassoons, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, timpani, and strings. It is dedicated to "His Imperial

Highness, the Archduke Rudolph of Austria."

"QEETHOVEN offered his Fourth Concerto for publication in the year^ 1806; just when he began and worked on it cannot be definitely

established.* It was first performed at one of two private concerts in

the house of his patron Prince Lobkowitz, in March of 1807. Other

works heard at these two gatherings, and likewise announced as "new,"

were the Fourth Symphony and the Coriolanus Overture. The first

public performance of the Concerto was at that famous "Academy"
on December 22, 1808 — the semi-fiasco at which the Fifth and Sixth

Symphonies and the Choral Fantasia were all heard for the first time.

Beethoven played the solo part in the Concerto and Fantasia, Seyfried

conducting. At a concert on the next night for the benefit of "Widows
and Orphans," the new concerto was scheduled to be performed by

Ries. Having only five days in which to learn the work, Ries asked

the composer to let him substitute the Third, in C minor. "Beethoven

in a rage went to young Stein, who was wise enough to accept the

offer; but as he could not prepare the concerto in time, he begged

Beethoven on the day before the concert, as Ries had done, for per-

mission to play the C minor concerto. Beethoven had to acquiesce.

Whether the fault was the theatre's, the orchestra's, or the player's,

says Ries, the concerto made no effect. Beethoven was very angry."

Of the further history of the G major — a Cinderella of concertos! —
Sir George Grove relates: "It remained for many years comparatively

unknown. Between the less difficult C minor ('No. 3') and the more

imposing E-flat (*No. 5') it was overlooked, and, strange as it may seem,

ran the jrisk of being forgotten. Its revival was due to Mendelssohn,

who seized the opportunity of his appointment as conductor of the

* With all the circumstantial records of Beethoven's life that exist, there remain many
mysteries over which the authorities are sadly at variance. Nottebohm, stuyding the sketch-
books, decides that the Concerto in G major must have been composed in 1805. Schindler
dates it 1804, "according to information given by F. Ries." Breitkopf and Hartel's thematic
catalogue places it at 1805, and Thayer entertains the "confident opinion" that "this work
remained still unfinished until the approach of the concert season, towards the end of the
year 1806. Beethoven offered it to Hoffmeister and Kiihnel in March, and to Breitkopf and
Hartel in July of that year." Sketches for the Fifth Symphony appear together with those
for the concerto.
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Gewandhaus Concerts at Leipzig to bring forward this and many
another fine composition which had been unjustly allowed to remain

in the shade. Schumann preserved the following little memorandum
of the performance, which took place on November 3, 1836:

" 'This day Mendelssohn played the G major Concerto of Beethoven
with a power and finish that transported us all. I received a pleasure
from it such as I have never enjoyed, and I sat in my place without
moving a muscle or even breathing — afraid of making the least

noise!'
"

Disregarding the usual requirements of flash and display in the first

movement of a concerto, Beethoven builds the initial allegro on gently

melodic material, through which the piano weaves its embroidery of

delicate figurations. The piano opens softly (and contrary to prece-

dent) with a five-bar phrase of the first theme, and then yields place

to the orchestra, which completes this and sings a second, again intro-

ducing it softly in the strings. The development, with voices of solo

and orchestra blended, brings to pass in its course two further themes,

each lyrical in character.

The andante con moto, which has no like in the literature of con-

certos, contains within its seventy bars a message whose import words

cannot convey. It consists of a dialogue between the string choir and

the piano. The former states a short, imperious phrase in octaves,

forte and staccato: it is a recitative, and yet it is more. The piano

answers with a melody of indescribable tenderness. The two opposing

voices continue their alternate phrases, but before the soft plea of the

piano, increasingly irresistible, the austerity of the strings is gradually

mollified, until its capitulates altogether, subsiding into a breathless

pianissimo. One is reminded of the similar opposition and capitula-

tion in the Overture to Coriolanus. The last whispering suspended

chord of the piano is gently swept away as the vivace theme of the

rondo (further brightened by the restoration of the major mode) is

delivered pianissimo by the strings, with its sprightly answering theme

BOSTON . . .

V/ElUESlFf . . .

and now In the

NORTHSHORE SHOPPING CENTER

W. W. WINSHIP
Fine Luggage and Leather Goods

Est. 1776
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in the piano. The finale follows a more usual course to a lively and
sparkling conclusion, light in mood, with memorable pianissimo

episodes.

The following interesting speculation about the slow movement is

taken from Donald Francis Tovey's "Essays in Musical Analysis"

(Volume III):

"If I am not mistaken, it was Liszt who compared the slow move-
ment of this concerto to Orpheus taming the wild beasts with his music.
This is so apt that it is almost free from the general objection that such
comparisons tend at first to substitute their own vividness for that of

the music and then to lose their vividness in the necessity for tiresome
qualifications of detail. But here the comparison is remarkably spiritual

and free from concrete externals. Note, in the first place, that, as in

Liszt's own symphonic poem Orpheus, it refers to the taming of wild
Nature, not to the placating of the Furies, though Liszt tells us that he
was inspired by the experience of conducting Gluck's Orfeo. But the

spiritual, or, if you prefer popular scientific jargon, psychological depth
of the analogy is best shown in the one point of resemblance between
this unique movement of Beethoven's and a very different one,

Orpheus's first sustained address to the Furies in Gluck's opera. The
pleadings of Orpheus are met phrase by phrase with a thunderous No
from the Furies in unison, until the last No is a chord which shows that

they will at length yield. In this andante the orchestra does not imitate

wild beasts or nature, and the pianoforte does not imitate a lyre or a

singer. But the orchestra (consisting of the strings alone) is entirely in

octaves, without a vestige of harmony, so long as it remains stubborn
and rough in its share of the dialogue with the quiet veiled tones of

the solo. After its first soft pizzicato note it melts into harmony. In the

supreme moment of darkness at the end, the orchestra and solo join in

the same material, whereas they had hitherto been totally contrasted."

[COPYRIGHl£D]

EUGENE ISTOMIN

T?UGENE IsTOMiN was bom in New York City, November 26, 1925,

^-^ of Russian parents, both of them singers. Studying first in New
York, he entered the Curtis Institute of Music at the age of fourteen

and there studied with Mieczyslaw Horszowski and Rudolf Serkin.

He made his first public appearance in 1943 with the Philadelphia

Orchestra. He has played with many orchestras since, with this

Orchestra at the Berkshire Festival, August 7, 1955. He has played

at the Festivals organized by Pablo Casals in Prades and Perpignan

and among many concerts in Europe has given joint recitals with

that artist.

[8]



THE PARABLES
By BoHusLAV Martinu

Born in Policka, East Bohemia, December 8, 1890

The score, according to a notation on the manuscript, was completed at Schonen-

berg Pratteln, February 9, 1958. The first movement bears the date, Rome, July 1,

1957; and the second movement, Rome, July 21, 1957.

The following orchestra is required: 3 flutes, 3 clarinets, 3 oboes, 3 bassoons and

contra-bassoon, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones and tuba, timpani, bass drum and

cymbals, triangle, small drum, military and snare drums, tam-tam, xylophone, harp,

and strings.

The Parables are dedicated to Charles Munch.

'T^HE "Parables" consist of a paragraph at the head of each movement,
-' evidently intended as a sort of motto. The first two are taken

from the posthumous work by Antoine de Saint-Exup^ry, Citadelle:

the parable of a sculpture and the parable of a garden. The third is

the parable of a labyrinth, and is taken from Le Voyage de Thesee

by Georges Neveux (Neveux is the French playwright from whose

play, Juliette, Martinu found the text for his opera of that name).

The Parable of a Sculpture

And the sculptor fixed the likeness of a face in clay. And you walked by and
passed before his work and you glanced at the face and then walked on your way.
And then it happened that you were not quite the same. Slightly changed, but
changed, turned and inclined in a new direction, only for a while perhaps, but
still for a while.

A man thus experienced an indefinable impulse: he lightly fingered the clay.

He placed it in your path. And you were caught with this same indefinable impulse.

And it would not be otherwise if a hundred thousand years had intervened between
his gesture and your passing.

The Parable of a Garden
And when I am in the garden, which with its fragrance is my own domain, I sit

on a bench. I contemplate. The leaves are falling and the flowers fading. I sense

both death and new life. But no oppression. I am all vigilance, as on the high sea.

Not patience, for there is no question of an end but the pleasure of change. We go,

my garden and I, from the flower to the fruit. But then on to the seed. And from
the seed toward the flowering of the year to follow.

liBTHy Your
Ox*a*nclfiatHe]? Ran
ILniray, Tlia.t Da.y

He was five years old, and he had seen

a red engine here on a visit to Schwarz
with his mother. Suddenly she missed
him. After quite a boy-hunt, your

grandfather turned up safe and sound,

back where he'd first seen that fascinat-

ing engine. No spanking from his re-

lieved mother. For 95 years, children

have been getting happily lost here,

among the red engines and other fas-

cinators we sell, at competitive prices.

Come in and get lost, and love it.

Send for free Catalogue BS

2J SCH V\/ARZ Famous Toy Store

M^^ 40 Newbury St., Boston 16, Uus., Telephont: COmmomrcalth 6-5101

^^•^ New York • Ardnore, Pa.
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The Parable of a Labyrinth

Theseus: Who are you?

The Man: The town crier. It is I who announce marriages and deaths. You are

already in the labyrinth.

Theseus: Who are you?

Young Girl: I am called Ariadne. What are you called?

Behold Theseus, the man who had to vanquish the Minotaur. Behold him van-

quished by a woman.
• •

It is a fact, but no cause for romanticizing, that Martinu was born

in a belfry. He could hardly have gazed upon the little community of

Policka (near the Moravian border) as a speculative philosopher in

an ivory tower. His father was the town bell-ringer as well as a simple

shoemaker and a kindly parent, and dwelt with his wife and four chil-

dren in an apartment in the five-spired church. Bohuslav, the youngest,

studied and became proficient upon the violin, tried to compose (with

little guidance), and developed his lifelong fondness for reading and

for the theatre. At sixteen he was sent to Prague, where he attended

the Conservatory and later the Organ School. It soon became apparent

that he would become neither a great violinist nor a great scholar.

He found music in his own way, and not by the book. He nevertheless

obtained a place among the second violins of the Czech Philharmonic

Orchestra. Since both the Orchestra and the National Opera were

ambitious as to repertory, he soon became acquainted with the great

musical currents, new and old.

In 1915 he returned to Policka where he could manage to avoid

being drafted into the Austrian Army. There he taught, learned to

play the piano, and composed. In 1920, he returned to his place in

the Czech Philharmonic in Prague, composed music which was per-

formed, and became interested in the music of Debussy, Ravel, Dukas
or Roussel against a prevailing adherence there to German ways. In

1923, he went to Paris to study with Albert Roussel, who became his

closest friend. He lived in Paris for seventeen years. His tastes were

moderate and orderly; he had little sympathy with the ''Groupe des

Six," with the exception of Honegger. Many of his works (notably

Vanishing Midnight, Half-Time, the first Piano Concerto and String

Quartet, the opera The Soldier and the Dancer, the ballets Istar, Who
Is the Most Powerful in the World? and Revolt) were performed in

Prague or Brno by 1928. Paris heard several of his ballets and chamber
works in these years. Serge Koussevitzky in Boston introduced La
Bagarre in 1927, La Rhapsodie ('La Symphonie") in 1928, and the

Concerto with String Quartet in 1932. Martinu thus became a con-

spicuous figure in contemporary music. In the early thirties he gave

more attention to chamber music and music for chamber orchestra.

Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge commissioned the String Quintet

[10]
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(1927) ^^^ ^^^ String Sextet (1932). The Concerto for String Quartet

with Orchestra was the first of several scores in the concerto grosso

form. His principal operas were The Miracle of Our Lady (1933) and

Juliette (1936-37), first performed in Brno and Prague respectively.

When France was invaded in May, 1940, Martinu, with his wife,

Charlotte Ouennehen, whom he had married in 1931, fled Paris, for

his record as an active nationalist in Prague would have caused his

arrest by the Nazi troops. The two managed to board a train, leaving

behind all their possessions, including the composer's manuscripts,

many of which were put into a suitcase and lost in the confusion.

Charles Munch, who had conducted the composer's Cello Concerto

in Paris and otherwise befriended him, found shelter for the couple

in Rancon, near Limoges. They made their way to Aix-en-Provence

and Marseilles, and after many delays succeeded with friendly help in

obtaining passage on the steamship Exeter from Lisbon on March 21,

1941, and were met by musical friends in New York ten days later.

They were received in Pleasantville, Edgartown (Martha's Vineyard)

and Jamaica, Long Island, and by the end of the year Martinu had

composed the Concerto da camera for solo violin (for Paul Sacher in

Basel) and revised other works.

The strange fate of the Concerto Grosso is characteristic of a com-

poser subjected to the hazards of war. When it had its first performance

by the Boston Symphony Orchestra on November 14, 1941, from the

manuscript, the composer told this story:

"The work has had a singular destiny. Written in Paris, in 1937, it

was to have been published by the 'Universal Edition' in Vienna, and
its first performance was set for the season of 1938 in Paris. Then
came the 'Anschluss/ and I was without news of the score; the premiere
was prevented by the impossibility of receiving the orchestral parts and
the manuscript. A year afterwards, events prevented the 'second'

premiere, this time at Prague, where from that time my works have
been banned from the repertoire.* At last I expected a real premiere
in Paris in the month of May, 1940, under the direction of Charles
Munch. I received my manuscript after many difficulties, and after it

had undergone some highly involved wanderings. Everything was
ready, the hall hired, but events in France did not permit it to be
heard. The whole thing was called off, and the manuscript was lost

during my retreat from Paris.

* This statement applies to the war.

*A Resort of True Distinction in the Matchless Berkshire Hills"

THE BERKSHIRE INIS
GREAT BARRINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS

invites you to enjoy its New England Charm and Hospitality
Fine accommodations at moderate American and European Plan Rates

Dining Rooms open from early morning until midnight
Cocktail Lounge

Open from May into November James J. Joyce, Landlord
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"By a lucky chance, the Czecho-Slovak conductor George Szell had
rescued a copy of the work from Prague, just in time. I had no idea

of the existence of a copy, and it was a happy surprise to learn of it on
my arrival in America."

Dr. Koussevitzky ordered an orchestral work for the Koussevitzky

Music Foundation, and likewise invited Martinu to be the guest com-

poser on the faculty of the Berkshire Music Center for the summer of

1942. The result of the commission was the First Symphony, com-

pleted in the same summer, and introduced November 13, 1942. Three

more symphonies were to follow in the American years. The Violin

Concerto, written for Mischa Elman, was likewise introduced at the

Boston Symphony concerts (December 31, 1943). The Concerto for

Two Pianos and Orchestra was introduced by the Philadelphia Orches-

tra on November 5, 1943 and was performed by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra in 1944. Charles Munch introduced the Third Piano Con-

certo to Boston on October 13, 1950 (with Firkusny as soloist). The
Fantaisies Symphoniques (really the Sixth Symphony) was composed

for Dr. Munch, first performed as a part of this Orchestra's Seventy-

fifth Anniversary, and likewise carried to Munich and Paris during

the European tour of 1956. The Mass for the Field of Honor, per-

formed at the Berkshire Festival in 1956, completes the list to date of

Martinu's music at the concerts of this Orchestra.

[copyrighted]
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*'LA FALSE/* Choreographic Poem
By Maurice Ravel

Born in Ciboure, Basses-Pyrenees, March 7, 1875; died in Paris, December 28, 1937

It was in 1920 that Ravel completed "La False." The piece was played from
the manuscript at a Lamoureux concert in Paris, December 12, 1920. The first

performance by the Boston Symphony Orchestra was on January 13, 1922.

The orchestration calls for 3 flutes and piccolo, 2 oboes and English horn,
2 clarinets and bass clarinet, 2 bassoons and contra-bassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets,

3 trombones and tuba, timpani, side drum, bass drum, cymbals, tambourine,
castanets, crotales, tam-tam, glockenspiel, 2 harps, and strings. The score was
published in 1921, and dedicated to Misia Sert.

U AVEL was approached in 1920 to compose a ballet, and chose a
--^ subject he had long since considered, and sketched as long before

as 1906. He first mentioned it in a letter to Jean Marnold, the critic

of the Mercure de France:

"It is not subtle — what I am undertaking at the moment. It is a

Grand Valse a sort of homage to the memory of the Great Strauss, not

Richard, the other — Johann. You know my intense sympathy for this

admirable rhythm and that I hold la joie de vivre as expressed by the

dance in far higher esteem than the Franckist puritanism. I am so

little a Catholic."

In 1920, having composed nothing except Le Tombeau de Couperin

since the outbreak of the World War, he shut himself up in the house

of his poet friend, Andr^-Fernand Herold, in the Ard^che Valine until

La Valse was completed. The piece did nothing to mend his relations

with Diaghileff, strained by Daphnis et Chloe, which as a ballet had

not succeeded. Diaghileff did not consider La Valse suitable for his

purposes, and did not produce it.

Ravel based his "poeme choregraphique,'* upon measures which

one of the Strausses might have written, but used them with implica-

tions quite apart from the light abandon and sweet sentiment which

old Vienna offered him. Ravel gives the tempo indication: "Move-

ment of a Viennese waltz," and affixes the following paragraph to

his score: "At first the scene is dimmed by a kind of swirling mist,

through which one discerns, vaguely and intermittently, the waltzing

couples. Little by little the vapors disperse, the illumination grows-

brighter, revealing an immense ballroom filled with dancers; the blaze

of the chandeliers comes to full splendor. An Imperial Court about

1855."

Raymond Schwab, listening to the first performance in Paris, dis-

cerned in the music an ominous undercurrent. "To the graces and

languors of Carpeaux is opposed an implied anguish, with some

Prod'homme exclaiming *We dance on a volcano.' " H. T. Parker

described the gradual definition of the waltz rhythm from "shadowy,

formless spectres of dead waltzes, drifting through gray mists. . . .

[»4]



Can We Take Symphony
For Granted?

The Boston Symphony Orchestra is one of the

world's greatest musical organizations.

Such excellence didn't just happen. It took many

years of hard work and patient support to make our

Symphony what it is today.

Such excellence needs our support to continue.

All the Symphony's receipts— from ticket sales,

endowment income, record contracts— don't make ends

meet. To be sure, the management of the Boston Sym-

phony Orchestra comes closer to bridging the gap between

income and expenses than most such orchestras, but there

still is a sizable deficit.

The Friends of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

exist to meet this need. An informal organization, 5000
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Symphony Orchestra deserves our support. We all want
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"Then ensues a succession, as it were, of waltzes. The waltz sen-

suous and languorous, the waltz playful and piquant, the waltz

sentimental, the waltz showy, the waltz strenuous — the waltz in as

many variants and as many garbs as Ravel's imagination and resource

may compass. Like sleep-chasings, waltz succeeds waltz; yet Ravel is

wide-awake in the terseness with which he sums and characterizes

each, in the vivid and artful instrumental dress every one receives.

... Of a sudden, the chain of waltzes seems to break. Fragments

of them crackle and jar, each against each, in the tonal air. The
harmonies roughen; there are few euphonies; through a surface-

brilliance, harsh progressions jut; that which has been sensuous may,

for the instant, sound ugly. As some say, here is the music that

imaginative minds write in this world of the aftermath of war. . . .

On the surface, the sensuous glow and glint of neurotic rapture —
'Dance that ye may not know and feel.' Below the surface, and

grating rude and grim upon it, are stress and turbulence, despairs

and angers equally ugly, and, maybe, nigh to bursting. A troubled

'apotheosis,' then, in these culminating measures of the waltz in this

world of ours." [copyrighted]
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Boston Symphony Orchestra
(Seventy-eighth Season, 1958-1959)

CHARLES MUNCH, Music Director

RICHARD BURGIN, Associate Conductor

PERSONNEL
Violins

Richard Burgin
Concert-master

Alfred Krips

George Zazofsky

Rolland Tapley

Norbert Lauga
Vladimir Resnikoff

Harry Dickson
Gottfried Wilfinger

Einar Hansen
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Minot Beale
Herman Silberman

Stanley Benson
Leo Panasevich

Sheldon Rotenberg
Fredy Ostrovsky

Clarence Knudson
Pierre Mayer

Manuel Zung
Samuel Diamond
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James Nagy

Melvin Bryant
Lloyd Stonestreet

Saverio Messina
William Waterhouse

William Marshall
Leonard Moss

Jesse Ceci
Noah Bielski

Alfred Schneider
Joseph Silverstein

Basses

Georges Moleux
Henry Freeman

Irving Frankel
Henry Portnoi

Henri Girard

John Barwicki

Leslie Martin
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Violas

Joseph de Pasquale

Jean Cauhape

Eugen Lehner
Albert Bernard

George Humphrey
Jerome Lipson

Robert Karol
Reuben Green

Bernard Kadinoff
Vincent Mauricci

John Fiasca

Earl Hedberg

Violoncellos

Samuel Mayes
Alfred Zighera

Jacobus Langendoen
Mischa Nieland

Karl Zeise

Josef Zimbler

Bernard Parronchi
Martin Hoherman
Louis Berger
Richard Kapuscinski

Robert Ripley
Winifred Winograd

Flutes

Doriot Anthony Dwyer
James Pappoutsakis
Phillip Kaplan

Piccolo

George Madsen

Oboes
Ralph Gomberg
Jean Devergie

John Holmes

English Horn
Louis Speyer

Clarinets

Gino Cioffi

Manuel Valeric

Pasquale Cardillo

£[3 Clarinet

Bass Clarinet

Rosario Mazzeo

Bassoons

Sherman Walt
Ernst Panenka
Theodore Brewster

Contra- Bassoon
Richard Plaster

Horns
James Stagliano
Charles Yancich

Harry Shapiro
Harold Meek
Paul Keaney
Osbourne McConathy

Trumpets
Roger Voisin
Armando Ghitalla

Andre Come
Gerard Goguen

Trombones
William Gibson
William Moyer
Kauko Kabila
Josef Orosz

Tuba
K. Vinal Smith

Harps
Bernard Zighera
Olivia Luetcke

Timpani
Everett Firth
Harold Farberman

Percussion

Charles Smith
Harold Thompson
Arthur Press

Piano
Bernard Zighera
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Victor Alpert
William Shisler
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